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2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 HIV and Tim Cook's... "While no one should be
forced to reveal HIV status... What! Disease side effects from
having 1984 II Dictators!
* 2-23-2016 HIV and Tim Cook's... "While no one should be
forced to reveal HIV status, Sheen's disclosure may benefit
public health by helping many people learn more about HIV
infection and prevention," the researchers wrote in a report
published Monday in JAMA Internal Medicine. Cardiac
Arrest awareness by the FBI who should all get a EEG once a
week as a perk from our 1984 II Dictators; disclosure may
benefit public health. Should the millions of Tim Cook's be
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forced by the FBI to reveal HIV, STD's, Syphilis, MS virus... Hell
Yes and they will in a 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat society. Sheen's
infected women will not make the front page of the Times
until after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. More than 6,500 HIVrelated news stories and none with women infected by HIV
men. Children infected by HIV men in the New York Times
only if forced to by the FBI. ABC News said About 1 million
people nationwide are HIV-infected but didn't write up how
many people a day are given HIV, STD's by these infected
men. You know the Journalists though of this but someone at
Disney censored the line, the number infected every day out
of the ABC News Story.
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 "Beijing to Raise Yale + Harvard Commencements
on Red Alerts for Smog" By OWEN GUO Yale + Harvard used
car sales men sold the ruling Class Caste in China Gas not
Gravity Engine Cars. "Iran’s Hard-Line Press Adds to Bounty
on Salman Rushdie" By THOMAS ERDBRINK - New York Times
Headlines of Beijing Smog Alerts add no lead atoms by name
in print and dead children are from Vietnam not Beijing
Smog. Hard-Line New York Times would make respirators
mandatory, hazmat suits too in smog alerts. Gas Mask of WW
I in London movies should be on the front page of the
Beijing Times. MD's should replace all Journalists at the
Beijing Times. Ultraviolet lights in the TB lab in the hospitals
will be in every Chinese home once they are reinvented for
Smog. President Xi Jinping said the Chinese news media
existed to serve the Communist Party, and must pledge. New
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York Times 1984 II Edition serves for $177 Trillion in BP +
Texas Oil money. How much money would it take to bribe the
NY Times... $177 Trillion, grin! Truth in Print... ha! BEIJING
— China is home to at least cloned 10 White Houses
buildings, three Arcs de Triomphe and one Eiffel Tower. But
2016 might signal the end for China’s more grandiose
architecture. A directive issued on Sunday by the State
Council, China’s cabinet, and the Communist Party’s Central
Committee says no to architecture that is “oversized,
xenocentric, weird” and devoid of cultural tradition.
Instead, buildings should be “suitable, economic, green and
pleasing to the eye.” Beijing Communist Party’s Central
Committee says trillion electric wires going into homes are
OK... sewer and water too, Hell will no electric wires, no sewer
connection, no water! Titanium Homes built in the USA,
heavy lift helicopters not house moving TV shows will be the
future. China Communist Party’s Central Committee says no
clones of Bill Cosby in Beijing as Verizon records everything
for a government courts deposition. Bill Cosby’s wife of 52
years, Camille, gave deposition testimony Monday in a civil
case filed against him by seven women who say he defamed
them, despite last-minute efforts by her lawyers to halt the
deposition. A lawyer for the women, Joseph Cammarata, said
Mrs. Cosby had been questioned under oath for two and a
half hours. Cosby's Lawyers will go the way of gas stations in
a 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat society.

2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
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2-23-2016 "Pentagon to Send Congress Plan for Closing
Guantánamo" Opening a STD HIV Prison Hospital Here. By
CHARLIE SAVAGE STD statistics among the Pentagon Top
Brass and lower ranks will not be classified after the 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat.
2-23-2016 The Upshot "How Society Pays for Women’s Unpaid
Work" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER The unpaid work of women
helps households and societies run smoother. But it also has
a hidden, or not so hidden, cost. Cost of Word + Excel was out
of the price range of 1 Billion Women for the last few
decades. Bill + Melinda didn't have the research firm crunch
if... 1 Billion Women spent 3 hours a day on C ++ Word +
Excel what would happen to the household chores writing
iapps??

2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...

2-23-2016 Buprenorphine, a prescription medication used to
treat opiate addiction... Yale School of Medicine have made
important strides in treatment for opioid users with
Buprenorphine, still Yale Med didn't make the front page of
the New York Times with its list of 1,001 addictions and
strides in treatments brain stormed on iapps. Strides in
pondering "Time" and the Universe must lead some to
become opioid users. 10 to 15 minute intervention on drugs
didn't work but 10 minutes spent on dissecting "Time"
written, brain stormed by the top brass at Yale Med School
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would give everyone pondering "Time" a "Window" not in
Win 10.

2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...

2-23-2016 Charlie Sheen 'S HIV Disclosure Had Big Online
Impact: Study Actor Charlie Sheen was called a lot of things
during his bad-boy days. Until now, public health promoter
wasn't one of them. Sheen's revelation that he's infected with
the AIDS virus prompted the greatest number of HIV-related
Google searches recorded ... Same Yale + Harvard car sale
men in Beijing sold HIV to millions of Chinese. No Charlie
Sheen in China coming out with I have HIV, Syphilis, STD. MS
virus. Can you imagine a million women in China with MS HIV. Driving a gas engine car.

2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...
2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...

2-23-2016 Apple took the huge step of releasing Swift as open
source, meaning any developer anywhere can download the
language's source code and improve it to their liking. That
move hit the gas pedal on Swift's already considerable
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growth and popularity, sending it to the top of the
popularity charts. IBM Cloud now provides enterprise app
developers with is a set of tools for writing software in Swift
that's intended to run on servers, rather than smartphones.
IBM Cloud now provides enterprise app developers with is a
set of tools for writing software in Swift that's intended to
run on servers, rather than smartphones. But charged $66K
like Apple charges to learn Swift. Free tuition at Harvard is
on their web page today but no way to learn C++
programming free. But Objective-C is over 30 years old at this
point and point, 1 million have HIV and only thousands
know C ++ . C ++ Code is not really the part that Gates
Foundation performance to advance more people than HIV.
iapps for HIV can be written in Swift or C ++ but will never
make ABC News. Facebook plans Internet drone tests, says
Mark Zuckerberg when Facebook should be the C ++ and
Swift books with test at writing iapps. Drone's are War Toys
for MIT students. Bill Gates Backs FBI In Dispute With Apple
but will not let FBI agents learn C ++ for less than $5K and
debug time charges on iCloud. Bill Gates Q&A on Climate
Change: ‘We Need a Miracle...’ no gas stations on Earth and
$177 Trillion confiscated from King Salman. Jewish Aliens
would be a Miracle for Bill Gates!

2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
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2-23-2016 Children infected by HIV men in the New York
Times only if forced to by the FBI...

2-23-2016 Swiff and C ++ can make some money writing
successful iapps for Madonna's battle... After Madonna
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weighing in on the debate generated more comments about
her mothering skills the singer added more posts - “none of
you know what you're talking about” and “these are my
expressions of love” and “if you don't have anything nice to
say get...
2-23-2016 Apple Showdown Heightens Challenge of Encrypted
Data on people with Syphilis, HIV, STD's, MS virus... forced by
the FBI to tell us what diseases you have, besides terrorists
murder in our Hearts EEG. FBI should force Bill Gates to
publish his EEG on the web for others as coming out with HIV
is a Quark to someone like Bill Gates putting his EEG on the
web for 1 billion to read. Cardiac Arrest awareness by the
FBI who should all get a EEG once a week as a perk from our
1984 II Dictators.
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2-23-2016
2-23-2016
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 "I was only obeying orders..." ... because I was
given $777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks... $$$ How Nazi's
Defense of "Just Following Orders" Plays Out in the Mind 7

people actually feel disconnected from their actions when
they comply with orders, even though they’re the ones
committing the act.
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
14 million Americans become infected with HPV each year!
114 million Americans become infected with STD's, HIV, MS
Virus each year!
2-22-2016 How Apple's Tim Cook (Nazi's) privacy Defense of
spreading Tragedies Terrible STD's because you can with
$777 Trillion in Oil money. iPhone encryptions story in the
headlines should be tracking the 19K murdered SWF in 2016.
Tim Cook is well aware Apple iPhone tracking inventions
iapps would save 10K women from being murdered by OJ in
2016. FBI is well aware that with FBI monitoring of these
new iPhone iapps along with Homeland Security 1K SWF
would be murdered in 2016 not 19K. So who is giving the
orders not to un-encrypt write this Apple iPhone iapps to save
18K SWF from being murdered in 2016, our 1984 II
Dictators!!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!

2-22-2016 1984 II Vaccine Has Sharply Reduced HPV in
Teenage Girls, Study Says By JAN HOFFMAN but million
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women will die today of cervical cancer is not in Jan's New
York Times story. Bias or just following orders from 1984 II
Dictators to not mention the deaths today from ovarian
cancer... Jan's didn't write put the HPV vaccine in the water
following orders! About 14 million Americans become
infected with HPV each year, and the vast majority will clear
the virus. But some strains persist and can cause genital
warts, as well as cervical, anal, penile, and mouth and
throat cancers. The American Cancer Society estimates that
4,120 women will die of cervical cancer this year. “The
infection is sexually transmitted, but that doesn’t need to be
part of the conversation,” said Dr. Joseph A. Bocchini Jr., Dr.
Bocchini will be arrested and put on trial for being a Nazi
in our 1984 II Society. Millions of SWF's who Dr. Bocchini
gave STD's killed themselves when MD iapps written by Dr.
Bocchini would have made them inventors to help
brainstorm and cure these sex diseases he wants to encrypt.
How Tim Cook, in iPhone Battle, Became a Bulwark for STD
Digital Privacy... "Anger Management's" Martin Sean is the
only person in the USA with HIV... Tim Cook should have
come out with these sex diseases but didn't have to on orders
from 1984 II Dictators. Harvard’s sororities—Alpha Phi,
Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Elite Mom + Dad's can't protect her from Tim Cook's
spreading STD's. Why? Because Dr. Bocchini said you don't
have to have any talk that the disease is caused by sexual
transmission. Shock + Awe of the New York Times putting Dr.
Bocchini in this article must have slipped by the 1984 II
censors, grin.
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
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Murders!
2-22-2016 "I was only obeying orders..." ... to write the HPV
story the way 1984 II Dictators ordered it to be written!!
2-22-2016 Veterans Want Past Discharges to Recognize PostTraumatic Stress of War Crimes when they Know No Gas
Stations on Earth would have won the Desert Storm Bush
War! By DAVE PHILIPPS New York Times Tragedy of 9/11 and
No Gas Stations on Earth... for $777 Trillion in Texas Oil
Money... New York Times letter to the editors! U.S. Scrambles
to Contain Growing ISIS Threat in Libya. By ERIC SCHMITT
As U.S. intelligence agencies say they are the ones who
profited the most from $777 Trillion in BP + Texas Oil
Revenues!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 1984 II Dictators... "I think we need to hold people
who give orders even more accountable. Because the people
who execute those orders may not feel as responsible as one
might like." Prof Haggard said there was no reason to give
any credibility to the so-called "Nuremberg defence". "We
always need to be skeptical of that defence - of somebody who
says, I was only obeying orders," he said. "Because very often,
people have a secondary motive for saying that. They think
they can avoid punishment. "Secondly, just because
somebody feels they are not responsible, doesn't mean they
are not responsible. Society might still want to hold them
accountable."
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2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 1984 II
2-22-2016 1984 II wrongful death lawsuit will test a new
legal strategy to prevent nursing homes from requiring their
residents to take disputes to arbitration. A new MD strategy
would be to monitor the cameras from room to room
watching the 1CNA1 RN listening, by one MD could replay if
needed and "Bed Sore's" by the millions today like gas
stations will be history. Just this one New MD Strategy!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 ID card to ride the subway, GPS tracking on the
train. MD scans for a number of diseases, if caught you are
put in isolation. "Subway Sex Crimes Are on the Rise in New
York City" By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS Kirstie, Ladies, just do
what I did in 2011... A man decided to masturbate in front
of me mid-day on the R train. There were even other
passengers on... Fanning out along the platform at the City
Hall subway station in Manhattan, the plainclothes police
officers blended in with the morning commuters. As they
prepared to board a northbound train, they watched closely,
their eyes darting from rider to rider.
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2-22-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-22-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD
2-22-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc...
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Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
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index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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